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Abstract: Miniaturized frequency combs (FCs) can be self-generated at terahertz (THz) 
frequencies through four-wave mixing in the cavity of a quantum cascade laser (QCL). To 
date, however, stable comb operation is only observed over a small operational current range 
in which the bias-depended chromatic dispersion is compensated. As most dispersion 
compensation techniques in the THz range are not tunable, this limits the spectral coverage of 
the comb and the emitted output power, restricting potential applications in, for example, 
metrology and ultrashort THz pulse generation. Here, we demonstrate an alternative 
architecture that provides a tunable, lithographically independent, control of the free-running 
coherence properties of THz QCL FCs. This is achieved by integrating an on-chip tightly 
coupled mirror with the QCL cavity, providing an external cavity and hence a tunable Gires 
Tournois interferometer (GTI). By finely adjusting the gap between the GTI and the back-
facet of an ultra-broadband, high dynamic range QCL, we attain wide dispersion 
compensation regions, where stable and narrow (~3 kHz linewidth) single beatnotes extend 
over an operation range that is significantly larger than that of dispersion-dominated bare 
laser cavity counterparts. Significant reduction of the phase noise is registered over the whole 
QCL spectral bandwidth (1.35 THz). This agile accommodation of a tunable dispersion 
compensator will help enable uptake of QCL-combs for metrological, spectroscopic and 
quantum technology−oriented applications. 
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. 
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, 
journal citation, and DOI. 
1. Introduction 
Terahertz (THz) frequency quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [1,2] are compact semiconductor 
devices which are capable of delivering ultrabroadband spectral bandwidths [3–5], Watt-level 
output powers [6], and quantum-limited linewidths [7], making these sources particularly 
advantageous for high-resolution broadband THz spectroscopy [8], high precision frequency 
metrology [9], and for still unexplored applications in attosecond science [10]. 
Broadband frequency coverage in THz QCLs can be routinely achieved by designing 
heterogeneous quantum cascade active regions [11,12], in which flat-top gain profiles are 
achieved over the THz bandwidth, providing an intrinsically low chromatic dispersion. 
Consequently, phase-locking of lasing modes occurs through intracavity nonlinear four wave 
mixing (FWM), which arises from the inherently high third-order susceptibility [13,14]. This 
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enables the generation of frequency combs (FCs), [15,3] comprising uniformly spaced 
spectral lines, without any additional mode-locking mechanism [15,13]. 
Although group delay dispersion (GDD) can be low in a THz QCL, stable comb operation 
is typically restricted to a relatively small fraction of the QCL dynamic range, [15,3,5,12] 
owing to the strong electric field-dependence of the GDD associated with the intersubband 
transitions, inherent in heterogeneous QCL designs. This limits the spectral range of the QCL 
comb. In order to allow FC operation over the entire laser dynamic range and spectral 
bandwidth, accurate control of the dispersion between different subsets of longitudinal modes 
needs to be achieved. 
Recently, an effective increase of the dynamic range of operation of a QCL comb has 
been demonstrated in the mid-IR by building an external cavity set-up for a tunable Gire-
Tournois interferometer (GTI) approach [16]. 
However, engineering and compensating the cavity dispersion at THz frequencies is more 
demanding, due to the fact that semiconductor materials are much more dispersive at THz 
frequencies, the heterogeneous active regions exploit large gain bandwidths and lasers operate 
only at cryogenic temperatures. Sophisticated schemes to fully [17] or partially [15,18] 
compensate the GDD dispersion have been therefore recently proposed and implemented 
[15,17,18]. For example, a double chirped mirror-like architecture was incorporated into a 
tapered ridge waveguide to induce FC operation in a THz QCL with an homogeneous gain 
medium [15]. Its corrugation length and tapering period were designed to optimize the cavity 
GDD and achieve low dispersion over the frequency range of interest, although comb 
operation could cover only 28% of the full laser dynamic range. In an alternative approach, 
stable comb operation was demonstrated over the entire laser range by modifying a Fabry-
Perot (FP) QCL into a two-section cavity, in which a second biased section was separated 
from the main laser cavity by ∼2 µm [17]. The narrow air gap allowed the two sections to be 
optically coupled whilst simultaneously enabling electrical isolation. The bias-dependent 
dispersion associated with the intersubband transitions in the main cavity was then 
compensated by electrically tuning the extra section. This led to FCs spanning 600 GHz, 
centred at 3.5 THz. However, only a few, unevenly spaced, optically active modes were 
obtained, and these had dissimilar and irregular intensities [17]. Following a similar approach, 
a GTI was monolithically integrated into a THz QCL cavity to introduce chromatic dispersion 
opposite to that of the gain medium [18]. Effective GDD compensation was, however, only 
achieved over a specific frequency range, defined by the GTI length, owing to oscillation in 
the group delay dispersion, as the phase of the reflected light, and therefore the GDD, 
changed periodically with the optical frequency as a result of resonances. Nevertheless, ultra-
short THz pulses were demonstrated with this approach, at the expense of the stringent, 
geometrical constraint of a precise, lithographically pre-defined GTI length. 
2. Experimental set-up and simulations 
In this paper, we demonstrate a tunable scheme for compensating the GDD over the majority 
of the laser operational range and spectral bandwidth, while achieving evenly spaced optical 
modes with similar intensities. We engineer a mechanically tunable GTI by positioning a 
moving gold retro-reflector in close proximity to the back facet of a THz QCL (Fig. 1(a)) Our 
rationale is to exploit the QCL sensitivity to back reflected radiation [19] in a Gires Tournois 
etalon [20] -like configuration. In our case, a high reflectivity external mirror (r2 ≈1 over the 
QCL bandwidth, where r is the field reflectivity) is positioned parallel to the QCL facet to 
tune the optical feedback experienced by the QCL and hence optimise frequency comb 
synthesis. The phase of the reflected light tunes the total cavity dispersion (Fig. 1(a)). 
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 Fig. 1. Chip-scale Gires-Tournois interferometer (GTI). (a) Principle of the external GTI. A 
part of the light emitted from the back facet is reflected back into the waveguide mode. (b) 
Device schematic: a THz QCL is integrated with an external metal etalon (gold mirror), which 
defines a Gires-Tournois interferometer, of tunable length, providing chromatic dispersion for 
the THz QCL comb. The gold mirror positioned on a piezoelectric actuator was tightly coupled 
to the back-facet of a heterogeneous THz QCL, without exploiting any focusing optics, and 
integrated onto a cold-finger cryostat. 
A GTI usually consists of a small resonator with dielectric coatings, with a length that is 
typically the same order as the wavelength in the laser cavity, or an integer multiple of half 
wavelengths. In the most ideal geometry, the GTI operates in reflection with a front mirror of 
low reflectivity and a back mirror, which is perfectly reflective. Under these conditions, one 
can ensure that the reflectivity is kept constant over the whole frequency range of the laser, 
with the phase varying with the external cavity length. This means that GDD can be both 
positive and negative over the entire laser operational range. Our experimental arrangement in 
depicted schematically in Fig. 1(b). A gold mirror positioned on a piezoelectric actuator was 
tightly coupled to the back-facet of a heterogeneous THz QCL, without exploiting any 
focusing optics, and integrated onto a cold-finger cryostat. 
The THz QCL used in our work comprised a 17-μm-thick GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure 
with three active region modules, each exploiting a resonant phonon depopulation scheme but 
with frequency-detuned gain bandwidths centred at 2.5 THz, 3 THz and 3.5 THz. Laser bars 
were fabricated in a Au-Au metal–metal waveguide geometry, [11,2] and lossy side absorbers 
were lithographically implemented along the waveguide edges to inhibit lasing of the higher 
order lateral modes [5]. The final device shows a very broad operational dynamic range, Jdr = 
Jmax/Jth = 3.2, where Jmax is the maximum working current density and Jth the threshold 
current density. 
In order to reduce the residual GDD of the QCL, and facilitate phase locking between 
lasing modes, a chromatic dispersion opposite to that arising in the QCL cavity has to be 
intentionally introduced within the frequency range of interest. To achieve this, we finely 
adjusted the external cavity length of the GTI, by micro-positioning the mirror with respect to 
the QCL back facet. By tuning the external cavity length in this way, we induced 
compensation of both material and gain dispersion (the waveguide dispersion is assumed to 
be negligible). 
By exploiting both the positive and the negative GDD regimes of the GTI, we compensate 
for positive and negative gain GDD in the laser cavity. Numerical simulations of the 
dispersion compensation were performed (Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)) using a finite element method 
(Comsol Multiphysics). 
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 Fig. 2. Tunable dispersion compensation. (a-b) The gain of the QCL (black) is shown as a 
function of frequency in (a), together with the corresponding GDD (red). In (b), the individual 
simulated GTI GDD, the material and gain GDD, and the total GDD are shown for a specific 
GTI length of 55µm, corresponding to the ‘on-resonance’ position. (c) Individual simulated 
GTI GDD, the material and gain GDD, and the total GDD for a specific GTI length of 80µm, 
corresponding to the ‘off-resonance’ position. (d) Inter-mode beat-note map as a function of 
drive current obtained at 15 K from a 2.9-mm-long, 85-µm-wide laser bar operating in 
continuous wave (CW). The beat-note signal is extracted from the bias line using a bias-tee, 
and is recorded with an RF spectrum analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz FSW; resolution bandwidth 
(RBW): 500 Hz, video bandwidth (VBW): 500 Hz, sweep time (SWT): 20 ms, RMS 
acquisition mode). (e) Evolution of the electrical beat-note spectra of a THz QCL coupled to a 
Gires-Tournois etalon as a function of the position of the external mirror, for a fixed driving 
current of 700 mA (dash dot line in panel (c)). The dotted (dashed) vertical lines mark a 
prototypical GTI ‘on resonance’ (‘off resonance’) length. (f-h) FTIR spectra collected in rapid 
scan mode, under vacuum with a 0.075 cm−1 resolution at 15 K, whilst driving the QCL in 
continuous-wave at 700 mA and keeping the external mirror at a distance of (f) d = 55 µm 
from the QCL back facet: (‘on resonance’ GTI), (g) d = 80 µm (‘off resonance’ GTI), or (h), 
without the external mirror (bare THz QCL laser facet). 
The simulated structure includes the end of the QCL waveguide and a gold mirror at a 
separation ‘d’ from the laser facet, surrounded at a distance of a few λ by vacuum and 
absorbing boundary conditions. THz radiation is injected into the QCL waveguide (from the 
end opposite to the GTI) and is reflected back into the QCL waveguide by the GTI. This 
allows one to obtain the amplitude and phase of the S11 scattering parameter. Finally, the 
dispersion provided by the structure is computed from the second derivative of the phase. 
The final dispersion profile takes into account the contributions from the material and gain 
of the QCL, as well as that of the GTI. The approach used in [20] was employed to compute 
the first two terms. A Drude-Lorentz model for the frequency dependent refractive index of 
the material was considered, and its deviation due to the QCL’s gain, obtained from the 
Kramers-Kronig equations, was added. The waveguide dispersion contribution is negligible 
with respect to the other terms, and was therefore neglected. 
Figure 2(a) shows, in black, the assumed gain profile of the laser, made up of two 
Lorentzian functions centered at 2.6 and 3.1 THz according to the emission spectra of the 
QCL (the laser section that was designed to work at 3.5 THz does not show laser action, and 
so has been omitted), with the corresponding GDD shown in red. Figure 2(b) then shows the 
material and gain contribution to the GDD (red), the GDD provided by the GTI with the gold 
mirror 55 µm away from the QCL facet (black), and the corresponding total GDD (blue). At 
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this mirror separation, the total GDD is reduced over a large spectral range (~2.7 – 3.1 THz). 
The effect is periodic owing to the Fabry-Perot resonances of the cavity, and so outside this 
region, the GTI does not lead to a reduction in the GDD associated with the gain. Vice-versa 
when the gold mirror is positioned at 80 µm from the QCL facet the total GDD does not show 
any remarkable variation (Fig. 2(c)). 
3. Results and discussion 
To characterize the mode coherence of the free running THz QCL, we performed beat-note 
spectroscopy measurements at different points on the current-voltage characteristic. (Further 
details on the continuous wave electrical characteristics of the investigated QCL can be found 
in Refs. 5 and 11.) Beat-notes were extracted using a bias-tee connected to a commercial 
Rohde & Schwarz spectrum analyser in its root mean square (RMS) acquisition mode. A 
visible dispersion-dominated regime, at J/Jth ≥ 1.4 (600mA), is seen in Fig. 2(d) for the bare 
THz QCL laser cavity driven in continuous-wave (CW) by a low-noise power supply 
(Wavelength Electronics) at a fixed heat-sink temperature of 15 K. The broad range of beat-
notes indicates that the group velocity dispersion is large enough to prevent FWM from 
locking the lasing modes in frequency and phase, simultaneously. Furthermore, the 
heterogeneous nature of the active region entangles the dispersion dynamics at large biases, 
meaning that the THz QCL behaves like a conventional multi-mode laser [5]. 
Figure 2(e) shows, at a fixed bias point (V = 8.9V; I = 700mA), the evolution of the 
electrical beatnote of the THz QCL coupled to the gold mirror as a function of mirror 
position. A narrow and strong beatnote at the laser repetition rate (frep = c/2nL, where L is the 
cavity length and n the effective refractive index of the material) is unveiled for periodic 
positions of the external mirror, i.e. by tuning the air gap between the Au mirror and the laser 
facet, which define an external cavity (our GTI) of tunable length d. At periodic mirror 
positions, effective dispersion compensation is achieved, which correspond to the ‘on-
resonance’ GTI regime, i.e. to the condition in which the GTI resonant frequency matches the 
central emission frequency of the heterogeneous QCL gain bandwidth; GDD compensation 
thus occurs periodically. 
The emission spectra collected under vacuum using a commercial Fourier-transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker v80) operating in rapid scan mode (Fig. 2(f)–2(h)) 
feature a large number (>100) of modes lasing simultaneously over a spectral bandwidth of  
1.3 THz (from 75 cm−1 to 118.5 cm−1). The comparison between the prototypical CW optical 
spectra measured on the bare laser cavity (Fig. 2(h)) at a current of 700 mA, and those 
acquired from the mirror-coupled QCL at distances corresponding to a GTI ‘on resonance’ 
(Fig. 2(f)) and ‘off-resonance’ (Fig. 2(g)), does not show significant changes in the mode 
spacing/shaping, ascribable to the GTI dispersion compensator. Although each mode 
experiences an effective feedback which is periodically modulated by varying the external 
cavity length of the GTI, and even though small feedback differences may affect the 
competition mechanisms amongst the lasing modes [18], the resolution of the FTIR 
spectrometer (2.25 GHz) is not sufficient to identify visible spectral changes in the broadband 
laser spectrum. 
Beat-note maps are presented in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), where the electrical beat-note is plotted 
as a function of QCL bias current. In contrast to the FTIR spectra, these maps show clearly 
the advantages of utilising an externally-coupled GTI approach. The ‘on-resonance GTI’ (Fig. 
3(a)) leads to a significant enlargement of the intracavity dynamic range for the FC, compared 
with results from a bare THz QCL laser cavity (Fig. 3(c)). Below 580 mA, the individual 
narrow beat-note observed just above threshold (~430 mA, Jth ~170 A/cm2) is seen to be 
preserved over a continuous 150 mA current range (430-580 mA, Fig. 3(a)) for the 
dispersion-compensated QCL comb (GTI ‘on resonance’), which is almost 35% wider than 
that recorded in the bare THz QCL laser cavity (430-536 mA, Fig. 3(c) [5]. Correspondingly, 
in the ‘on resonance’ regime, the beatnote frequency shifts to values in the range 14.8-14.9 
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GHz. In contrast, for the ‘off resonance’ GTI (Fig. 3(b)) there is a reduction of the single 
beat-note current range to 92 mA (430-522 mA). 
 
Fig. 3. Intermode beat-note maps. (a-b) Electrical beat-note map as a function of QCL bias 
current for a 2.9 mm long, 85 µm wide laser bar with a GTI of tunable length, operating (a) 
‘on-resonance’, d = 55µm, and (b) ‘off-resonance’, d = 80µm (b). (c) Evolution of the beat-
note signal for the bare QCL laser cavity. All measurements were performed CW at 15 K. The 
beat-note signal is extracted from the bias line with a bias-tee and is recorded with an RF 
spectrum analyzer (Rohde & Schwarz FSW; resolution bandwidth (RBW): 500 Hz, video 
bandwidth (VBW): 500 Hz, sweep time (SWT): 20 ms, RMS acquisition mode). 
As the current is progressively increased through these dynamic ranges, the beat-note red-
shifts with QCL drive current for the ‘off-resonance’ and ‘on-resonance’ GTI, as well as for 
the case of the bare laser cavity. This is a result of the chromatic dispersion in the gain 
spectrum. However, the beat-notes for the bare laser cavity (Fig. 3(c)) exhibit a multi-mode 
regime between 540 and 543mA, ascribable to higher order lateral modes, which is followed 
by a dual-comb regime between 544 and 560mA; this reflects the dual-comb nature of the 
heterogeneous active region core. Between 560 and 580 mA, a wide beat-note is then seen, 
which broadens progressively with increasing bias. In contrast, neither the multi- nor the 
dual-beat-note regimes occur in the ‘on-resonance’ GTI, by progressively increasing the bias 
current up to 580 mA. This is likely to be a result of the dispersion compensation mechanism 
suppressing higher order lateral modes from reaching threshold, and simultaneously locking 
the phase of the two families of modes centred at ~2.7 THz and ~3.1 THz, which result from 
the heterogeneous gain media [13]. Conversely, examining the ‘off-resonance GTI’ (Fig. 
3(b)), a multi-mode regime is seen to extend over a wider dynamic range (522-560mA), with 
a lack of any clear beat-note above 560 mA. 
The results above 580 mA are, however, more remarkable. For the bare laser cavity, a 
region of high phase noise is seen (Fig. 3(c)), caused by loss of the FWM self phase-locking 
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mechanism owing to high GDD. In contrast, for the ‘on-resonance’ GTI-coupled QCL (Fig. 
3(a)), the high phase noise is greatly suppressed, enabling access to a new operating regime 
where a single beat-note persists over an extremely wide dynamic range (650-980 mA), 
remains superimposed to a broader bandwidth and slightly tunes by increasing the current 
(Fig. 3(a)). For comparison, when the GTI operates ‘off-resonance’ (Fig. 3(b)) no beat-notes 
are seen above 560mA, meaning that the separate modes lose their phase coherence. 
 
Fig. 4. Analysis of beat-note linewidth. a) Inter-mode beat-note linewidth plotted as a function 
of the driving current for the ‘on-resonance’ GTI integrated THz QCL (red dots), with the bare 
THz QCL laser cavity (black dots) acting as a reference. Inset: Corresponding inter-mode beat-
note linewidth for the ‘off-resonance’ GTI integrated THz QCL. All measurements were 
performed in CW at 15 K. The beat-note signal is extracted from the bias line using a bias-tee 
connected to a RF optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) in RMS acquisition mode. Three distinct 
regions are marked on the graph: I) the narrow single beat-note regime (OSA setting: RWB: 10 
kHz, VBW: 100 kHz, SWT: 500 ms); II) the ‘on resonance’ GTI-coupled THz QCL preserves 
the narrow single beat-note regime as a distinct comb regime around 14.9 GHz (OSA setting: 
RWB: 10 kHz, VBW: 100 kHz, SWT: 500 ms); III) the broad beat-note regime for the ‘on 
resonance’ GTI-coupled THz QCL frequency comb (OSA setting: RWB: 500 Hz, VBW: 500 
Hz, SWT: 20 ms). 
Figure 4 summarizes this complex beatnote evolution. Three distinctive regimes can be 
identified. In region I, the beat-note linewidth remains practically unperturbed; it is jitter-
limited, as the QCL is not stabilized in frequency. Any reduction in the QCL linewidths (~3 
kHz) with the ‘on-resonance’ GTI, compared with the case of the bare laser cavity (~5 kHz), 
are probably a result of the GTI integration improving the phase-locking of the lasing modes 
at certain biases. For comparison, no changes in the beat-note linewidth compared with the 
case of the bare QCL laser cavity are observed when the GTI operates ‘off-resonance’ (inset 
Fig. 4(a)). 
Region II clearly highlights the advantages provided by using an ‘on-resonance’ GTI. For 
the case of a bare THz QCL cavity, increasing the drive current above 520 mA leads to a 
progressive broadening of the linewidth, which is a signature that the GVD becoming large 
enough to prevent the FWM from locking lasing modes in frequency and phase 
simultaneously. Specifically, the linewidth suddenly increases to > 100 MHz. Conversely, for 
the ‘on-resonance’ GTI, the linewidth first decreases to 2 kHz, and then remains practically 
constant up to 576 mA. It then progressively broadens first to 10 kHz (at 580 mA) and then 
10 MHz (at 750 mA). This is reflected in the comparison between the RF beat-notes 
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measured at 576 mA in the ‘on-resonance’ and ‘off-resonance’ GTI-coupled QCL (Figs. 5(e) 
and 5(f)), and in the corresponding FTIR spectra (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)), which unveil a rich and 
evenly spaced number of modes, having dissimilar intensities, spanning a 1 THz bandwidth 
(2.3 – 3.3 THz) in the ‘on-resonance’ GTI-coupled QCL (Fig. 5(a)). 
 
Fig. 5. Spectra, beat-notes and tuning of the repetition rate and carrier offset frequency. (a-d) 
FTIR spectra collected under vacuum in rapid scan mode, with a 0.075 cm−1 resolution, whilst 
driving the QCL at 15 K CW at (a-b) 576 mA and (c-d) 800 mA, for the (a,c) ‘on-resonance’ 
GTI-coupled THz QCL and (b,d) the ‘off-resonance’ GTI-coupled THz QCL. (e-h) 
Corresponding RF signals measured for (e,g) the ‘on-resonance’ (d = 55µm), and (f,h) ‘off-
resonance’ (d = 80µm) GTI-coupled THz QCL at (e,f) 576 mA, and (g,h) 800 mA. (i) Tuning 
of frep (left vertical axis, squares) and foffset (right vertical axis, triangles) as function of the 
relative distance between two mirror positions Δd, measured while driving the QCL at a 
current of 570 mA. The dashed lines are linear fits to the data. 
In Region III, a wider individual beat-note is visible in the ‘on-resonance’ GTI-coupled 
QCL, which remains approximately constant (at ~10 MHz) over the whole operational QCL 
range (Fig. 5(g)). Although wider than in region I, this beat-note could still be locked to a 
microwave reference to enable reduction in the beat-note width [21]. Conversely, the bare 
laser cavity and the ‘off-resonance’ GTI-coupled QCL (inset Fig. 4) does not show a specific 
individual linewidth, but a broad band with an average 300 MHz linewidth (Fig. 5(h)). The 
corresponding CW FTIR spectra at 800 mA do not unveil clear distinctive changes in the 
mode spacing/intensity (Fig. 5(c) and 5(d)). The wider beatnote suggests that at high currents 
the dispersion is not entirely compensated, owing to two effects. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a) 
and 2(b), although the dispersion is compensated in the central part of the QCL spectrum, the 
total dispersion is greater at the extremities. As the current is increased, the spectral 
bandwidth increases and therefore the laser modes and these frequencies are not entirely 
compensated. Secondly, the gain itself has a dependence on bias [22], with the GVD 
determined by the intersubband gain in the active region that can vary with applied field, 
although this is lower when compared to the dispersion at the extremities of the spectrum. 
Since the phase changes, induced by the GTI, depend on the tunable mirror position, the 
frequency of the cavity modes can be tuned by changing the mirror distance. We therefore 
extrapolated the tuning of the repetition rate frep and of the carrier offset frequency foffset as a 
function of the relative distance Δd between individual mirror positions [16]. While Δfrep/Δd 
can directly extracted by measuring the corresponding beatnotes on the spectrum analyzer, 
Δfoffset/Δd has been extracted by comparing the interferograms at the individual mirror 
positions; indeed the periods of the interferogram fringes depends on both frep and foffset, 
meaning that the intreferogram changes its fringes distances when frep and foffset vary. To 
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extract the difference in the carrier offset frequency Δfoffset, we therefore calculated the 
distance between the zero-crossings of the fringes. The tuning of frep and foffset as a function of 
the displacement of the on-chip mirror in a range of different position spanning 10μm is 
shown in Fig. 5(i). frep and foffset show opposite tuning behaviors. The first, as expected, 
decreases linearly as the mirror distance is increased, with a slope Δfrep/Δd ≈380 kHz/μm. 
Vice-versa, the offset frequency tunes with a much larger slope Δfoffset /Δd ≈60 MHz⁄μm. This 
implies that the external GTI provides a tool for independent tuning of frep and foffset, enabling 
to possible full frequency stabilization of the comb [23]. 
4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we demonstrate that the free-running coherence properties of broadband THz 
QCLs, with a heterogeneous active region core, can be modified effectively through the chip-
scale integration of a GTI micro-cavity, comprising a gold mirror and the QCL back facet. 
This enables adjustable compensation of chromatic dispersion. Continuous tuning of the 
feedback re-injected into the QCL waveguide then enables gain competition amongst the 
lasing modes to be modulated, and provides a unique capability for post-fabrication control of 
GDD. Further improvements in GDD compensation can be realized by optimizing the 
feedback from the gold mirror (e.g. by using angled or curved mirrors), where 
electromagnetic simulations have shown that this would permit the total GDD to be further 
tuned by engineering the phase of the reflected light. The agile accommodation of a tunable 
on-chip micro-cavity thus provides a route to develop zero inherent dispersion in THz QCL 
FCs, offering a breadth of prospects for applications including high-resolution molecular 
spectroscopy, fundamental time metrology, optical coherent tomography and quantum 
technology. 
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